Aspire Integrated GPS
POWERED BY FLEETSHARP

Gain full visibility into what’s happening in the
field—with your crew and your equipment.
Easily gather the information you
need to make better decisions.
GPS tracking not only simplifies your job but also
provides accurate data that enables you to better
manage day-to-day operations and plan for the future.
Even better—this integration allows you to store and
access your GPS data right from within the Aspire
platform, without switching between systems.

Maintain crew accountability.
Track vehicles in your fleet in real time—directly from
within Aspire—to confirm your crews’ locations and make
sure they’re on track with their work tickets for the day.
Simply conduct a vehicle location search right from the
Schedule Board to view current GPS location on the
map, just like in Fleetsharp, without leaving the Aspire
platform.

Ensure accurate payroll and billing.
Automatically generate geofences of your active properties
to monitor crew activity and verify that billed time correlates
to the actual time spent on site. GPS data automatically
populates the ‘GPS Stop’ field in the time-entry screen for
a quick comparison of total vehicle time on site against
crew clock-in/out times.

Cost per
month

FleetSharp base pricing
Vehicle Trackers

$ 24.99 ea.

Asset Trackers

$ 17.99 ea.

*N
 OTE: Aspire offers seasonal suspension for vehicles and assets
that are only in service during part of the year.

tampering to encourage safe driving, prevent unnecessary
wear and tear on your vehicles, and ultimately reduce risk.

Simplify maintenance tracking.
Keep track of vehicle mileage, vehicle engine alerts, and
equipment engine hours to ensure proper maintenance
and servicing. Data automatically syncs to the Equipment
module in Aspire every day, generating service notifications
and maintenance alerts at appropriate intervals, to help
you avoid excessive downtime due to unplanned repairs.

Accurately bid future projects.
Utilize your GPS data related to your crews’ jobsite visits
and actual project completion times to better understand
project scopes as well as estimated vs. actual labor hours
to help ensure the accuracy of future bids.

Monitor vehicle use and driving behaviors.
View real-time driver safety alerts within the Aspire Schedule
Board for events, such as harsh braking, high acceleration,
speeding, exceeding a defined maximum speed, and

Get up and running quickly.
Avoid downtime with simple set up and plug-and-play functionality. Installation
is as easy as plugging in the GPS unit—geofences are automatically generated
for your active properties, and all tracking data will automatically sync to Aspire.
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